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LETTER TO THE JUDGES

We hope you have your detective caps on as
you read this entry for the INMA Global Media
Awards. Our new publication, The Caucus, is
steeped in deep-dive investigative work aimed to
shake and shove Pennsylvania government toward
greater transparency and action. Our reporters
are like detectives, ferreting out fraud, forgotten
commitments and foul waste. And like the readers
we serve, you’ll want to see what they’ve uncovered
week to week.
The Caucus is a print-only, weekly publication
delivered to roughly 400 movers and shakers
within Pennsylvania government. Copies are sent
to the governor, members of his cabinet and state
legislators every Tuesday. Single copies are sold
at locations around the state Capitol building in
limited quantities. Without a Twitter or Facebook
feed of breaking news, you need to buy a copy to
read a copy or read Caucus articles syndicated in
newspapers across Pennsylvania. And if you’re in
the halls of power, it’s your weekly must-read.
To make the dream of a better Pennsylvania
happen, we assembled a team of top-notch
investigative journalists with name recognition and
solid credibility among their peers and with readers

across Pennsylvania. In the publication’s first year,
their stories on a mismanaged police radio network,
the spending habits of the state’s lieutenant governor,
and the secret government payments to settle sexual
harassment by state police officers rattled doors and
sparked conversation. Our work pulls no punches.
Please find five issues of The Caucus in this entry
as well as a backgrounder on the project’s goals
and results, a look at reactions from legislators and
journalists, and examples of marketing used to
introduce the publication to market separate from
our core newspaper product in Lancaster County.
If you have any questions or would like to learn
more about our project, please don’t hesitate to
contact either of us. We’d be happy to share the good
news we’re hearing about the impact The Caucus
has had on state politics.
ROBERT M. KRASNE
President and Publisher, LNP Media Group, Inc.

TOM MURSE
Managing Editor for News and Sports, LNP and The Caucus

OUR IDEA: PURPOSE, TEAMWORK AND AUDIENCE
The Caucus is a weekly, print-only publication

intensely focused on Pennsylvania government and politics. Deep-dive investigative
work is our hallmark. A better and more transparent government is our goal.
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AUDIE N CE

All good newspapers aim to be
watchdogs. It’s part of the DNA of
journalists to question authority
and report back to their readers.
We stand in the gap between
governance and the governed.
But when we looked at how state
government was covered by
journalists in Pennsylvania, we
thought we could do better with a
fresh idea. We assembled a team of
seasoned investigative journalists
and turned them loose. We told
them not to worry about the daily
grind of beating the competition on
Twitter or Facebook. We told them
that we were OK with reporting
that might take months — if not
years. We encouraged them to
dig deep and write long. Our goal
was simple. We wanted to create
a newspaper with big impact. We
wanted the best for the people of
Pennsylvania.

To make the dream happen, we
assembled a standout team of
journalists. Brad Bumsted, a veteran journalist with well-known
investigative credentials, leads our
Harrisburg reporting team. Paul
Knudsen, an attorney and former
director of legal affairs for the
Pennsylvania NewsMedia Association, and Mike Wereschagin, a
former investigative reporter for
the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review,
work alongside Bumsted. Sam
Janesch, a politics reporter with
LNP, also joined the team. Tom
Murse, the managing editor for
news and sports at LNP in Lancaster County, pulls double duty
as The Caucus editor. We bought
a building in Harrisburg just steps
away from the Capitol’s front door
and set up shop. Back in Lancaster, a separate team of journalists
and designers coordinated by Ted
Sickler, managing editor for features and special projects at LNP,
worked on The Caucus’ design,
distribution and marketing. This
was an all-company effort to go big
and get it right.

Rather than positioning The
Caucus as a newspaper for political
junkies or an added bonus for
LNP readers in Lancaster County,
we decided to walk the corridors
of power we sought to shake.
We wanted our investigative
work to create change and make
government more transparent.
The Caucus has a targeted
audience of powerful movers and
shakers. Copies are delivered
each Tuesday to the offices of the
governor, row officers and state
legislators — about 400 copies
in all. We also sell single copies
in just two Harrisburg locations.
Our work is not online. We offer
print subscriptions at a premium
price to support the kind of solid
investigative work we do. You
need to get it to read it. And our
audience wants to read it.

FIVE EXAMPLES
A guide to editions included in this entry.

a Watchdog publication of lnp media group, inc. | January 3, 2017 | $4.25

A WATCHDOG PUBLICATION OF LNP MEDIA GROUP, INC. | TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 2017 | $4.25

a WaTchdog PublicaTion of lnP media grouP, inc. | Tuesday, december 12, 2017 | $4.25

a WaTchdog publicaTion of lnp Media group, inc. | Tuesday, april 18, 2017 | $4.25
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A WATCHDOG PUBLICATION OF LNP MEDIA GROUP, INC. | TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 2017 | $4.25
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“RADIO S IL ENCE”

If you’re trying to figure out where
the lieutenant governor sleeps — or
why taxpayers cover his living arrangements — good luck. PAGE 4
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Here was an investigation so big, The Caucus
team took the time to tell
Our debut issue hit offices
it over two editions of
at Pennsylvania’s state
the newspaper. Penncapitol with an investigasylvania had spent more
tion into why state workthan $800 million of
ers who had committed
taxpayers’ money on a
serious crimes continued
communications system
to collect a pension. One
for police that still didn’t
was a State Police criminal
work after two decades.
investigator who had
Who was to blame? We
stabbed a dentist to death.
revealed that the project
Another was an ex-school
suffered from a political
teacher who shot his
tug of war, a lack of real
ex-wife while she played
oversight and a revolving
the organ during church
door of contractors. The
services. And another
investigation sparked
was a State Police trooper
new conversations among
nabbed for dancing naked
legislators who had not
on a webcam for someone
discerned the scope of the
he thought was a 13-yearradio network’s troubles.
old girl but in reality was
a member of the attorney
general’s child-predator
unit. Each were convicted
and sentenced, but still
were receiving their state
pensions, we reported.
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Welcome to the caucus: a note from the publisher
courtesy copies of the caucus are sent weekly to state legislators | subscribe at caucuspa.com
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Private colleges and universities award
49 percent of degrees in the state. Don
Francis asks why they get only 11 percent of PA’s higher ed funds. PAGE 10

INTERVIEW

Audit obtained by The Caucus finds
excessive billing, cost markups and
failure to document expenses in
flawed radio project. PAGE 4

Education Secretary Pedro Rivera depicts the fight for equitable funding
and preparing the next generation of
workers. PAGE 10
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Three years ago Sen. Scott Wagner
tried to force the removal of Capitol
portraits of corrupt state House speakers and Senate presidents. PAGE 14
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APRIL 18, 2017

“ BLOWIN G
HIS STACK”

When The Caucus team
broke the news that Lt.
Gov. Michael J. Stack III
The Caucus team took a
big look at how well Penn- and his wife, Tonya Stack,
sylvanians fared at getting were being investigated by the Office of the
information from their
Inspector General for
government. Our findalleged verbal abuse to
ings? The state was less
staff, they immediately
transparent than many
others. In 25 other states, followed the report with
a further investigation
taxpayers have access to
transcripts or tapes of 911 into Stack’s finances and
living arrangements. One
calls. In 26 other states,
big question was purtaxpayers have access to
sued: What were Stack’s
disciplinary records of
political prospects going
government employees.
forward?
And in at least 15 other
states, citizens can review
records related to closed
police investigations.
Pennsylvanians, despite
having a Sunshine Act for
transparency in governmental actions, remained
largely in the dark, we
reported.
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Attorney General Josh Shapiro talks
about his mission of being ‘the people’s attorney general’ and restoring
integrity to the office. PAGE 10
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The incoming chairman of Pennsylvania’s Republican party has brought
several new staffers along with him.
Find out who. PAGE 5
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“Mild-mannered” U.S. Sen. Bob Casey
is riled and has been tweeting at President Donald Trump nonstop. What’s
gotten into him? PAGE 4

e

Sexual harassment is part of ‘the culture of
Harrisburg,’ insiders say

MAG 140 NBAR .0182 BWA -0.0025

Pictured from toP, left to right former Philadelphia traffic court Judge thomasine tynes; former rep. ronald g. Waters; former clarion shop teacher gary l.
Weckerly; former rep. louise e. Williams Bishop; former State Police trooper douglas N. Sversko; former school teacher gregory l. eldred; former Sen. leAnna Washington;
former rep. michelle f. Brownlee; former turnpike ceo Joseph g. Brimmeier; former rep. harold James; former State Police criminal investigator Kevin J. foley.
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The state has spent more than $800 million of
taxpayers’ money on a communications system
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Why state workers who commit serious crimes still collect pensions

th
The lieutenant governor has ’fessed
up to mistreating his security detail.
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DEC. 12, 2017

“ THE CULT URE
O F SILEN CE ”
As incidents of sexual
harassment by celebrities,
politicians and business
leaders gained wider
attention at the end of
2017, The Caucus team
turned their eyes on the
operations of the state
legislature. We asked:
Why was no one really
talking about? A wall of
silence was beginning to
crack, the team reported.
“For women at the state
Capitol, it can be a very
risky work environment
with very little opportunity for recourse against
unwanted advances and
comments,” said Colleen
Weldon, 30, the owner of
a Republican fundraising
firm in Harrisburg who
began working in state
politics in 2009.“It’s a
base, archaic environment. It’s shocking how
bad it still is.”

R E AC T I O N : L E G I S L AT O R S
The Caucus has
been met with
trepidation in
Pennsylvania’s
political classes,

an occasional threat of
legal action from elected
officials, curiosity among
the Capitol press corps
and glee among goodgovernment advocates
and reform-minded
lawmakers. Its reporting
has prompted legislative
hearings, forced the public
disclosure of once-hidden
records and put one of the
most corrupt legislatures
in the United States on
notice that investigative
journalists – and the public
– are watching their every
move. More than one
press secretary has called
us in the hours leading
up to publication hoping
to ferret out whether the
next issue will include any
damaging information
about their bosses.
Following a Caucus report
on sexual harassment
and a Capitol culture
that promotes it, dozens
of lawmakers were seen
reading The Caucus on
the floor of the House of
Representatives; sources
said they were looking
for names. The Caucus’
reporting on an $800
million-plus police radio

project that never worked
was cited repeatedly in
a Senate hearing on the
issue. Sen. Scott Wagner
waved a copy of The
Caucus before a rapt
audience and panel of
Pennsylvania State Police
brass testifying before the
committee. Said Wagner:
“I’m sitting here reading
this article and it’s like
the information — there’s
more information in
this article than what I
know as a senator. Which
is amazing to me. It’s
unfortunate when I kill
myself to get elected and I
have the responsibility of
being a senator and there’s
more information …
here than what we know,
than what we’re fed by
the administration to our
caucus.”
The Republican
gubernatorial hopeful
added later: “I just would
like to acknowledge
The Caucus newspaper
and the fine reporting
they’ve been doing on
hearings here. Actually,
they are so thorough that
actually this has become
a resource for me now
to, you know, learn about
some of the issues that are
out there. But what a fine
newspaper.”

Legislators were spotted reading The Caucus on a busy
Tuesday, as captured in this photograph by a Twitter user.

Sen. Scott Wagner showed a copy of The Caucus during a
committee hearing.

REACTION: JOURNALISTS
The Caucus
debuted at a
moment of
drought

The Poynter Institute,

a journalism think-tank of sorts,
talked with Tom Murse, LNP’s
managing editor for news and sports
as well as editor of The Caucus, about
the effort in March 2017. Eyebrows
were raised by our print-only effort
from the start. Critics asked: What
about your metrics? LNP Media
Group’s chairman and publisher, Bob
Krasne, made two clear from the start.
We wanted to make governance more
transparent in Pennsylvania and we
wanted The Caucus to be a must-read
among legislators, lobbyists, activists,
and lawyers in Harrisburg.

for media coverage
of state-level
politics. In the
2000s, a troubling
trend emerged
as budgetstrapped editors
assigned fewer
journalists to cover
lawmakers around
the country.
Pennsylvania
newspapers were
no different. Many
decided to simply
make-do with the
coverage provided
by wire services.
We thought we
could do better.
The state needed a
local watchdog.

To do it, The Caucus reporters avoid
the churn of a minute-to-minute
news cycle and focus on long-term
projects.

That approach drew notice
in an article carried by
Editor and Publisher,

a venerable trade publication for
the media industry, in April 2017.
“The content strategy of The Caucus
really dictates the medium,” Murse told
E&P. “We’re not trying to compete with
the Capitol press corps on the daily,
process-type stories. We want to free
up our three reporters from the daily
grind and instead allow them to dig
and push for the big and insightful
story every week.
TOP: A page from Poynter.com in March 2017 and
a page from Editor & Publisher magazine’s
April 2017 issue.

PROMOTION:WEBSITE
As part of
The Caucus launch,

a website was created that sought
subscriptions while promoting
the investigative team we had
assembled in Harrisburg. Early
reaction was featured, too,
from politicians, advocates and
academics. The site made clear that
this was an effort to take seriously.
While we remain comfortable with
our limited-circulation strategy,
we did want to offer subscriptions
to anyone who might be interested.
Mid-year we created a trial
offer to help new readers get an
understanding of The Caucus.

“When American journalism is retreating
from old-fashioned investigative reporting,
The Caucus, led by Brad Bumsted, the
bureau chief, and investigative reporters,
Paula Knudsen, and Michael Wereschagin,
is stepping into the fray, fighting for peoples’
right to know.”
JOSEPH SABINO MISTICK
DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL PROFESSOR

PROMOTION:OUTDOOR BILLBOARDS
In the first month of operations, we used billboards to drive interest in the new publication.

Designers put the investigative team — well-known, seasoned political reporters within the state
capitol — in the foreground. Brad Bumsted, a seasoned reporter who is well-known for his investigative
work, returned from retirement to take the helm at The Caucus in Harrisburg. “Bumsted is back”
served as a key catchphrase during our launch.

BUMSTED
IS BACK.
SUBSCRIBE AT
CAUCUSPA.COM

P R O M O T I O N : D I G I TA L A N D P R I N T

Question
Authority.

Politics,
corrected.
Contact us to advertise in The Caucus.
advertise@caucuspa.com • 717.291.8604

We do.
Contact us to advertise in The Caucus.
advertise@caucuspa.com • 717.291.8604

BRAVE NEW WORLD.
BRAVER REPORTING.

Contact us to advertise in The Caucus.
advertise@caucuspa.com • 717.291.8604

Marketing for The Caucus occurred in phases. To promote the members of the investigative team,

the publication’s January 2017 launch and the ongoing presence of The Caucus in the Harrisburg, PA., market,
we created digital and print ads designed to reflect the watchdog spirit of the publication itself. Many of the
messages appeared in the pages of The Caucus throughout the year to remind readers of our commitment to
the watchdog effort. These full page marketing ads appeared within The Caucus and elsewhere to reinforce its
mission to readers.

WANT TO SEE YOUR AD IN THE CAUCUS? CONTACT US AT ADVERTISE@CAUCUSPA.COM

WANT TO SEE YOUR AD IN THE CAUCUS? CONTACT US AT ADVERTISE@CAUCUSPA.COM

WANT TO SEE YOUR AD IN THE CAUCUS? CONTACT US AT ADVERTISE@CAUCUSPA.COM

P R O M O T I O N : E V E N T S A N D O F F I C E LO C AT I O N
As a reflection of LNP
Media Group’s commitment

to cover Pennsylvania politics in a
fresh, investigative way, the company
purchased a building at 211 State Street
in Harrisburg for The Caucus offices.
The impact was visual and visceral.
Investigative reporters were within sight
of the Capitol building’s front door.
Below are scenes from the launch event in
which movers and shakers were invited to meet
The Caucus team and learn about the project. The
event was catered by The Pressroom Restaurant
+ Bar, also owned by LNP Media Group, Inc.

